**Air Purification Box**

This manual will help you use Air Purification Box

**Excellent experience**

There is built-in high sensitivity car vibration sensor in the Air Purification Box so that it can monitor the car's condition anytime. In the state of [mode 1] and [mode 3], it can turn on and turn off automatically.

**Four working modes**

Please press the "model" for above 0.5 seconds.

- **[mode 1] Blue light**
  - It turns on when the car starts. It turns off automatically within 2 minutes after stopping.
  - This mode is the default mode, it will be mostly daily use.

- **[mode 2] Red light**
  - Air Purification Box will work all the time until energy is used up.
  - This mode is powerful mode. Please use it occasionally when there is offensive smell in the new car. Please connect it to power supply and push more than half of the slide when you use it to obtain a greater amount of wind.

- **[mode 3] Green light**
  - It turns on when the car starts. It will produce negative oxygen ions for 10 minutes after the car stops.
  - This mode can be used when you want to stay at the car for a long time after the car stops.

- **[mode 4] The red light blinks twice**
  - Machine turns off
  - [Light button]
  - You can turn on or turn off the LED Indicator anytime

**Adding fragrance ways**

1. You can add a few drops of perfume to the "perfume balm box", built-in perfume film will absorb rapidly and volatile slowly
2. You can also put a block of balm to the "perfume balm box", the fragrance will spread when the fan is blowing

**Quadruple purifying effect**

Activated carbon, formaldehyde filters, Nano coating sterilization, 15 million negative oxygen ion generator

Chinese Environmental Quality Supervision Inspection and Testing Center proves that bacterial killing rate is 99%, formaldehyde removal is 99%. It will bring steady flow fresh air to you.

**Specifications**

- Input voltage DC5V=500MA
- Rated Power 2.5W
- Solar Power2.0W
- Anion concentration 15000000

**Packing list**

- Host X 1
- Power supply cable X 1
- Power supply X 1
- Non-slip mat X 1
- Brush X1
- Manual X 1
- Warranty Card X 1
Precautions

1. Solar is greatly influenced by sunlight, temperature. Solar effect depends on the weather conditions in your area.
2. Please connect the power supply when you use it within the first week to make the built-in battery fully charged in order to conserve battery life.
3. The purification effect is better if you connect it to the power supply. Please connect it to the power supply if you think there is too much offensive smell.
4. You will know the effect of Negative oxygen ions in the long term experience. The longer the time, the effect is more obvious.
5. When you drive in the very flat road or waiting for the red light, a Air Purification Box may intermittently work, which is a normal phenomenon.

Maintaining and nurturing

1. There is dust gathering on the launch fiber of Negative oxygen ions modules after a while, which will affect producing Negative oxygen ions. Please push the cover, and then gently brush the dust on the launch fiber of Negative oxygen ions module.
2. Please connect to power supply to use at least 1 day within 1 week in order to conserve battery life.